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A recap of our March activities...

- This past month, we explored concepts on how people live, work and play. We discovered the differences between life in the city vs. the country. We read lots of stories & poem like The Billy Goat in the Garden and Little Boy Blue and City Mouse, Country Mouse.
- We learned lots of new letters, numbers and shapes.
- For shapes, we focused on the oval.
- For colors, we celebrated spring with yellow & rainbow.
- K2 reviewed # 8 while K3 reviewed #11 and learned #12. Both groups learned the letters Tt, Uu and Vv.
- K4 learned the numbers 17, 18, 19, 20 as well as the letters Vv, Ww and Xx.
- We also learned all about the meaning of Easter.

Special Activities

- K4 held a bake sale & they were helping sell the goodies.
- Easter Egg Coloring
- Easter Program & Egg Hunt

Looking Ahead...

April 5  Show & Tell- Spring related item
April 12 Show & Tell- Picture of musical instrument or toy instrument
April 19  Genocide Commemoration at 7 p.m.
Show & Tell- favorite DVD, movie, or computer game
April 24 School Closed in observance of Armenian Genocide
April 26 Show & Tell- Favorite toy to share with friends

March Birthdays

K2  Chloe Lambajian
    Alexander Lambajian
K4  Ara Rastguelenian